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Joey D. Johnson of Boykins is the
2019 Virginia champion with a
yield of 5920 pounds per acre on
559 acres.
Southampton County has produced
the last three state winners and
five of the last six. Joey farms in
the southern portion of the county
in the Boykins/Newsoms/Little
Texas area.
Joey is a multigenerational farmer who has
farmed on his own since 1984. He
and his wife Gwen also grow soybeans and cotton in their peanut
operation.

The 2019 Peanut yield winner is
Joe Ward, (pictured here with wife
Peggy). The Wards produce Peanuts and Cotton in Chowan County. In 2019, Joe produced 6,773
pounds per acre on 218.8 acres.
Joe joined 40 other peanut producers at the 5,000 Pound Club banquet held at the Shamrock Restaurant in Williamston, NC on February 24th. Joe is a member of the
Group of Sixty, which includes producers who produced over 6,000
pounds per acre or received 60 or
more points in the peanut yield
competition.
Congratulations to
Joe and all those honored at the
banquet.

This past year was a wild one, and
the SC State Peanut Yield Contest
was no exception!
Five growers across the state averaged more than 5000 lb./acre.
This included Delano Kneece &
Son, Inc., Jameson Farms, and
Shane Willoughby. Congratulations! Across the entire state,
Second place for the highest yield
went to Triple G Farms, LLC for
6324 lb./acre. If that wasn’t good
enough,
First place was awarded to Colt
Farms, Inc./B.C. Farms of S.C.,
Inc., for a stunning 7235 lb./acre!
Wow!

Scott Reiter, Extension Agent in
Prince George County, Virginia,
was recently awarded the Virginia
Agribusiness Council 2020 Land
Grant University Extension
Award.
Pictured with Scott is Sarah Jane
Thompson of the VA Agribusiness
Council.
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VC Area Peanut Farmers Make Food Bank Donations

Charleston Cooper River Bridge
Run has been rescheduled for July
30-31 in Charleston, SC. This event
was originally scheduled for April 23, but due to COVID-19 the event
was postponed. The South Carolina
Peanut Board has partnered with
Virginia Carolinas Peanut Promotions to promote peanuts to those
who visit our booth during the health
and fitness expo. The SC Peanut
Board picked a prime location within
the expo and plans to handout peanuts, squeeze peanut butter, recipe
cards and more.

Rock N Roll DC Health and Fitness Expo has been rescheduled
for November 5-6, 2020 in Washington, DC. This event was originally
scheduled for March 26-27, but due
to COVID-19 the event was postponed. At this event the Virginia
Peanut Growers Association partnered with Virginia Carolinas Peanut Promotions to educate consumers on how and where peanuts are
grown. Swag items that we plan to
give away are packets of peanuts,
peanut butter squeeze packs,
koozies, recipe cards, etc.

Peanut farmers from each of the
VC area states are donating peanut
butter to food banks to assist in
feeding the record numbers turning
to food banks for meals due to the

pandemic crises. In early May a
truckload of peanut butter will
ship from Peanut Proud in southwest Georgia and will stop in each
of our three states. Six pallets
(8640 jars) will be delivered to Columbia, SC for distribution to the
Columbia Harvest Hope Food
Bank. Nine pallets (12,960 jars)
will be delivered to North Carolina
food banks in Raleigh, Fayetteville, and Elizabeth City. Five pallets (7200 jars) will be delivered to
the Southeastern Food Bank in
Norfolk, Va along with one pallet
(1440 jars) going to the local Coop-

erative Ministries in Franklin.
These contributions follow a Peanut
Proud/SC Peanut Board food bank
donation in January and a Peanut
Proud/Va Peanut Growers Association food bank donation in March to
recognize National Peanut Month.
Anyone interested in donating to
Peanut Proud can mail a tax deductible donation to Peanut Proud,
PO Box 446, Blakely, Ga 39823.

The NC Billboard is located on I-95 in Halifax County near exit 171.
The SC Peanut Billboard is on I-26 in Calhoun County near the Charleston Hwy.
Both billboards run from May through October to encourage consumers traveling down
both interstates to buy peanuts and eat heart healthy peanuts.
The billboards were designed by the South Carolina Department of Agriculture.

Marine Corps Marathon is scheduled for October 23-24, 2020 in
Washington, DC. This race brings in
over 100,000 people to the health
and fitness expo. The Virginia Peanut Growers Association has partnered with The Peanut Institute to
promote peanuts to those participating in this race. Similar swag is given to those who stop by our booth
and Buddy McNutty will plan to
make an appearance at the expo this
year.
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Dan Anco

Extension Peanut Specialist
Clemson University

2020 – the number of this
year A.D. and a moniker for
balanced and healthy vision.
Clear vision, in the wisdom
sense of the term, does not
necessarily mean being able to
visually distinguish observational details at specified distances, particularly in an age
where it is cautioned we cannot believe everything seen. In
truth, that caution partly depends on the direction our
eyes are indeed seeing. As spoken years ago, it is better to
enter into life with one good
eye than to allow two illseeing eyes to bring about destruction through retaining
their potential to seek temporary distraction. Strong words
typed from atop a soft swivel
chair, but words of good news
nonetheless.
In other good news, South
Carolina peanut acres are projected to trend upward this
year. Given the wild ride some
things and some of us have
been on in these past times,
an upward trajectory across
the board is a good thing! Going upward is a natural part
of spring, and spring is classically a time of new life. Seed
are planted in the ground with
all their potential and work
their way upward to reach life
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-giving light to kick off the rest
of the growing process. It can
sometimes be hard to know
exactly what each year will
bring, aside from looking at
our field histories and comparing notes from past production
years, and covering the bases
for the routine items. Examples there include weeds, nutrients and inoculant, thrips,
tomato spotted wilt, and leaf
spot. Steps taken early to
manage these often are most
helpful, alongside managing
our peanut for overall crop
health, with natural specific
fits there including planting
dates near early/mid-May,
planting enough seed to get an
emerged stand count of at
least 4 plants per row, cultivar
resistance, and in-furrow protection. The quality cultivars
that are being developed continue to improve over their
predecessors with yield potential, and excellent strides are
being made to further incorporate resistance, drought tolerance, flavor, and more, alongside this productivity.
All this to say there is an
amazing amount of potential
in seed, with more continually
being added. Potential is a
powerful thing, and not to get
on too lengthy of a tangent,
but potential itself brings the
possibility for value. Whether
or not that possibility is realized depends on the environment and related factors. Like
when Wiley Coyote tries to
drop an anvil on the Roadrunner, the anvil has a lot of potential energy when it has a
long way to fall. Once on the
ground (or on Wiley Coyote’s
head), that potential is used. If
the trap is never sprung, the
heavy energy of the anvil re-

mains in place, present, yet
not utilized. Back to the world
of peanuts, Thimet applied infurrow has potential to suppress thrips and reduce tomato
spotted wilt, though the utilization of that potential depends on how much infection
pressure actually occurs. Of
course, there are alternative
tactics that can be integrated
to similarly build up TSW suppression potential, but Thimet
nonetheless remains an effective tool. Two great systems
are in place to help us see how
the combination of different
production factors contribute
to overall disease risk, including the Peanut Risk Tool
(hosted by NCSU) and Peanut
Rx (hosted by UGA). I encourage you to give these a try.
Still harping on the idea of potential, for three years now we
have observed a significant potential for Thimet applied infurrow at planting to suppress
leaf spot development. The
line graphs included here are
from tests at Blackville where
no in-season fungicides were
applied. Even so, it can also be
seen that while late leaf spot
disease did not begin to cause
defoliation until more than 79
days after planting, in each
case peanut treated with Thimet had significantly less defoliation compared to nontreated
checks, roughly about half.
Yield response was more variable, but the overall relationship of leaf spot and corresponding pod yield loss suggested Thimet application to
have an average net economic
yield savings potential, due to
the potential to suppress leaf
spot defoliation, near $36 to
48/acre (after accounting for
the product cost). Not half bad
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for something added back at
planting that also helps manage thrips and TSW. This defoliation suppression comes from
a lasting activation of defense
responses within the peanut.
The practical implication of
this defense activation is that
it adds another avenue to
manage development of fungicide resistance for leaf spot,
something beneficial to the
gamut of effective fungicides
currently available. With the
potential for uncertainty with
future EU changes to current
fungicide MRLs, the quote
from Benjamin Franklin is not
so out of place to say, “Don’t
put off until tomorrow what
you can do today.”
May the year to come both
bring good potential and have
us see that good potential realized.
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Thomas R. Cotton, Jr.,

Executive Secretary
Virginia Peanut Growers Association

The Virginia Peanut Growers
Association Annual Meeting
was held on February 26 at the
Workforce Development Center
in Franklin. We once again
had over 100 producers and
others to attend the combined
peanut production meeting and
annual meeting.
I want to once again thank Extension for agreeing to combine
the meetings and doing the
necessary planning.
My
thanks also to all of the many
sponsors of the event. Among
the sponsors that I want to recognize are Amadas and Colonial Farm Credit. Amadas again
donated a $1000 parts credit,
won by Rex Alphin of Sunset
View Farms. A cooler from
Amadas was also provided as a
door prize.
Colonial Farm
Credit again provided a $1000
contribution to the Association
toward the cost of our yield trophies. The contributions and
presence of all of our sponsors
was much appreciated.
During the research part of the
meeting growers heard the latest from the projects funded
during the past year along
with any updates. We are very
fortunate to have regionally
and nationally recognized researchers who conduct projects
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on our row crops. I encourage
any of you who has a need on
your farm and would like to see
a research project look into that
need, to contact the TAREC
and discuss it with the appropriate researcher. These talented doctors need to hear from
you and want to conduct the
projects which will be the most
beneficial for your farming operation. If they are applicable
to your farm, then they are also
applicable to many other farms
in our area.
My congratulations to all growers in Virginia for a record crop
and our highest state yield in
history at 4578 pounds per
acre. I also want to recognize
our impressive county winners
from this year, and in particular our Southampton County
and state winner Joey Johnson.
Joey averaged 5920 pounds per
acre on 559 acres.
With this record cop in 2019,
we have now as a state surpassed 4500 pounds per acre
for our average three times – in
2014, 2017, and 2019. Our last
three years have averaged 4538
pounds per acre, 4302 pounds
per acre, and 4578 pounds per
acre. I would say these three
years in a row are a testament
to a great job from you farmers,
along with good varieties, excellent rotations and sticking to
them, and beneficial help from
Mother Nature.
As expected, the current pandemic has caused issues with
many of our spring promotion
events, causing them to be
postponed or cancelled.
The
Rock & Roll Marathon in
Washington was postponed until the fall. The Virginia Food
& Beverage Show was cancelled. The annual conference
of the Virginia Academy of Nu-

trition and Dietetics was also
cancelled, though a webinar
will be held later that will
broadcast to the statewide
membership. I have arranged
to have a peanut nutrition
speaker to be a part of the
webinar.
We have partnered with North
Carolina and South Carolina to
have a tractor trailer load of
peanut butter delivered to our
three states. You may have
seen another article on this
elsewhere in the paper. Our
food banks are stretched at this
time trying to feed an ever increasing number of people, and
maybe this small amount on
our part will go a long ways
with those folks who receive
our contribution. At this point,
all contributions help.
Time will determine what effects the situation will have on
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our fall events that we typically
plan for at our budget meeting
in June. We will get back close
to normal at some point and
continue to promote peanuts
and peanut consumption. The
pandemic has caused a fairly
substantial increase in peanut
butter consumption, as you
may expect. This will certainly
help in clearing out some of the
excess peanuts from past years.
I mentioned at our annual
meeting and will do so again
that the Board of Directors and
the Virginia Peanut Board will
soon be discussing the excise
tax. Renewal of the rate must
be brought before the General
Assembly in January of 2021 so
the Boards will decide to leave
it at its current rate or to
change it for the next few
years. If you have an opinion, I
encourage you discuss it with
one of our Directors.

Virginia Peanut Growers Association
Board of Directors
July 1, 2020 – June 30, 2021
Dinwiddie
Austin Hale
Randy Everett
Greenville
Randy Robinson
Jeff Roach
Brandon Clements
Isle of Wight
Taylor Outland
Kirk Jones
Greg Butler
Bobby Bridges
Suffolk
Jason Holland
Travis Bailey
Rich Williams
Charles Archer
Michael Ellis

Prince George
Calvin Clements
Southampton
Richard Kitchen
Westley Drake
Matthew Drake
Ryan Pittman
Jason Hodges
Wesley Barnes
Surry
Henry Goodrich
Glen Pierce
Steve Berryman
Sussex
Wyatt Cox
Eric Bailey
Richard Johnson
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Peaking with Peanuts

Marianne Copelan

Executive Director
Virginia-Carolinas Peanut Promotions

2020 started with a calendar full
of meetings, conferences and promotions. Winter moving into
Spring are some of our busiest
months of the year involving
travels to meetings and promotions in various cities and towns.
This is a time we prepare
months in advance to make sure
everything goes smoothly. Due to
this pandemic we are currently
enduring, many events have
been cancelled or postponed until
the fall.
January started with the South
Carolina Peanut Growers meeting in which we had many outstanding speakers with an audience of 300+. Speakers came
from Washington, D.C.: Bob Redding and Patrick Archer; from
Georgia: Bob Parker and Don
Koehler and from Virginia: Dell
Cotton and Maria Balota. Growers heard voices from all over
informing them of what to expect
in 2020 and where South Carolina stood in regards to the upcoming growing season. Once the
calendar hit February, there
were more meetings as I traveled
up to Fayetteville, NC for the
Virginia Carolinas Peanut Advisory Committee meeting, then
over to Atlanta to attend the National Peanut Board Research
meeting. I ended the month traveling to North Carolina to attend
county producer meetings and
the Annual Virginia Peanut
Growers Meeting where I updated growers on the current marketing initiatives taking place
and upcoming promotions.

March led to an exciting promotion that Bob, Dell and I have
been working on for a few weeks
to promote National Peanut
Month. We partnered with
iHeartMedia to promote peanuts
in the Virginia Carolinas region
as well as Washington, D.C. The
scripts that went live read as,
“Peanuts are packed with protein, vitamins, and nutrients.
Make them a delicious part of
your heart healthy diet in soups,
salads, desserts or on their own!
Grab peanuts for an on the go
snack for you and your family.
Visit aboutpeanuts.com for more
recipes.”

We are excited to attend the two
events mentioned above, along
with the Peanut Leadership session which was scheduled for the
last week of March, and now
moved to the end of July. The
Peanut Leadership group travels
to Washington, D.C. to meet with
Congressmen and Senators to
talk about agriculture within
their communities. While farmers
are in the capital city, their visit
is also filled with media sessions
along with capital ground visits.
I am looking forward to attending
this upcoming session with the
peanut leadership program in
late July.

The Virginia Peanut Growers
Association planned to host a
booth space at the 2020 Rock N
Roll Marathon Health and Fitness Expo. The expo was expected to run March 26-27 in
Washington, D.C., but due to
COVID-19 the race was postponed to November 7. Dell Cotton, Gail Milteer and I had
planned to work the trade show,
providing those who stopped by
our booth space with packets of
peanuts, donated squeeze packs
of peanut butter provided by
Peanut Butter & Company. We
also had planned to hand out educational brochures, recipe cards
and provide ample amounts of
swag for people answering our
peanut trivia throughout the
trade show.

As we slowly move from Spring
into Summer, many wonder what
summer will look like due to
COVID-19. Many states are slowly reopening beaches, retail
stores, and restaurants, while
school has been cancelled and
students are transitioning into an
e-learning method. Many people
are at a point of transition in
their life due to this pandemic,
trying to figure out how they can
give back to those who have suffered during COVID-19. Our
growers in the Virginia Carolinas
have teamed up with Peanut
Proud to give back.

The following weekend would
have been the 43rd Annual
Cooper River Bridge Run held
April 2-3 in Charleston, SC. Due
to COVID-19 this race was also
postponed to August 1. The
South Carolina Peanut Board
sponsored the booth space to
hand out educational pamphlets,
recipe cards, and kid-friendly
handouts in addition to packets
of peanuts, and swag we put together.

The Virginia, North Carolina and
South Carolina peanut growers
came together to purchase 20 pallets of peanut butter through
Peanut Proud. Now is the time to
give back to our communities and
we thought why not give back by
donating jars of peanut butter to
local food banks within each
state. South Carolina purchased
6 pallets which will be delivered
to Harvest Hope Food Bank,
North Carolina purchased 9 pallets that are going to foodbanks
in Raleigh, Elizabeth City and
Fayetteville, and Virginia purchased 5 pallets of peanut butter
which are being delivering to a

foodbank in Norfolk.
Our plan for this summer is to be
as visible as possible, whether
you are traveling on a major interstate or high-way, we want
you to hear and see our messaging. We’ve teamed up with Lamar Advertising and iHeartMedia to promote peanuts through
visuals and on the radio. We
partnered with Lamar advertising to place billboards on I-95
and I-26 to encourage consumers
to eat heart healthy peanuts.
Our mission for this advertisement is for consumers to see this
ad and think their next snack
will be locally grown peanuts.
We’ve been working with an
iHeartMedia team since late February and we discussed providing
radio commercials during the
“100 Days of Summer” but due to
the recent pandemic we’ve
tweaked this promotion to run
June-September. We plan to encourage consumers to pack peanuts for their next trip, errand or
weekend getaway. Our hope is
for listeners to hear our commercial and to visit our website to
purchase peanuts from our list of
retailers within our shop section.
The commercials will air within
and around the following cities:
Norfolk, Charlotte, Asheville,
Myrtle Beach and Charleston.
This partnership has also expanded into our co-promotion
with the National Peanut Board.
The three organizations will
work together to produce outstanding radio commercials to
entice consumers to buy peanuts.
I hope everyone is staying safe
and are able to enjoy the outdoors this summer. I look forward to seeing everyone very
soon.
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Managing Risk and General Peanut Production Practices
ment needs to be quick.) There
is no tool for suppression of
COVID19, at least to date
based on scientific consensus,
which is the complete answer to
the problem. This is a difficult
place for all of us to be but this
is where we find ourselves.

David Jordan

Extension Peanut Specialist
NC State University

All of us are practicing a greater degree of risk management
than normal in the current
time. This is serious business
and many of us are vulnerable.
I am preparing this column in
early April, which means I am
toward the end of teaching the
Integrated Pest Management
class at NC State. In this class
we discuss the PAMS approach
to IPM (this is also a part of
Chapter 11 in 2020 Peanut Information). PAMS is the acronym for Prevention, Avoidance,
Monitoring, and Suppression.
With all of the students away
from NC State for the time being (and completing the course
using remote technology), I am
trying to figure out how to give
a final exam while students
have access to their notes and
everything I have provided during the semester, and there is
no way to tell what they will use
to help on the exam.
The COVID19 pandemic reminds us of how important prevention is and how important it
is to monitor progression of disease (along with trying to trace
it back to the source), and this is
also the case with managing
pests in crops (including peanuts). We are also learning how
challenging it can be to avoid a
virus if we carry on as usual (we
have to adjust, and that adjust-

The IPM exam may simply be a
question of parallels of
COVID19 with Integrated Pest
Management in a couple of
crops (including peanuts).
I
may also ask students to put
themselves in the shoes of administrators (government/
university), frontline practitioners (consultants, scouts, agribusiness employees, agents,
and farmers), and even the crop
itself. This will require holistic
thinking from multiple angles
and viewpoints.
Putting together a puzzle with the key
pieces in the right place and in
the correct order is what I will
be after. As I think about this
exam I am also thinking about
the “real-world test” of growing
peanuts. There are certainly
parallels as we go into the 2020
growing season. As we look
back at previous years what
should we do differently in
2020. What should we anticipate? Have we done all we can
to minimize risks to peanut
yield? Are we ready to adjust
quickly if we need to? Have we
become complacent? Are we
aware of the negative things
that can happen and are we
prepared to keep them from
happening? Are we familiar
with our sources of information
and are these sources reliable
and readily available?
With that said, we continue to
promote our Peanut Risk Management Tool along with a new
Field Log component. Based on

the survey at this past year’s
county peanut meetings and
state meetings in South Carolina and Virginia, two-thirds of
peanut farmers indicated that
the majority of their records
from year to year are kept on
hand-written paper. Eighteen
percent used a spreadsheet of
some kind, and 23% relied on
documentation associated with
Worker Protection Standard records. Eight percent indicated
that the primary location of information was their own
memory; 4% relied on their consultant. And of course, some
folks used multiple ways of
keeping up with the information. We hope you will try
our new spreadsheet Field Log
that goes along with the Peanut
Risk Tool. It is flexible, and you
can record only what you think
is most important. And it is
your business – it is not tied to
something on the web where
others can gain access. There is
certainly nothing wrong with
any approach to record keeping
– we are all different in how we
approach this. As I have transitioned away from paper to electronic (I’m not all the way
there), I find it much easier and
efficient with time to find things
and pull things together to
make a decision. The idea behind the Peanut Risk Tool was
to make it easier “to see” the interrelationships among the
practices we use to grow peanuts and how all pest types
(weeds, arthropods, disease, and
nematodes) respond. It does not
replace the Peanut Information
series but it can help us see the
relationships more clearly. And
yes, I still have a file cabinet
and a few of the drawers have
information I inherited from Dr.
Sullivan in 1996.

Speaking of the survey, we also
found that across the VirginiaCarolina Region, sixty-four percent of growers planted in conventional tillage systems. Within reduced tillage systems,
about 10% no-tilled into beds
with a cover crop that were established sometime after the
previous crop was harvested.
About the same number of farmers strip tilled into crop stubble.
Seven percent strip tilled into
stale seedbeds with a cover crop,
and about 5% either no-tilled
into the previous crop’s stubble
or no-tilled into a killed cover
crop. These results clarify some
of the information provided in
2020 Peanut Information (see
page 32 for North Carolina data).
There are many unknowns going into the 2020 growing season, most of which are related to
movement of people and how
markets and distribution of inputs respond during the current
situation. We are all hoping for
the best. With that said, there
are basic inputs and practices a
peanut crop needs. No matter
what else is going on, we can
stack things in our favor and
minimize risk to yield (and ultimately financial return) if we
address the following “General
Production Practices” in sufficient detail.
General Production
Practices
Apply nutrients based on soil
test recommendations and establish a pH of 6.0
Avoid excessive magnesium and
potassium, but apply these if
the soil test calls for them
Avoid

fields

with

continue on page 7

zinc
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(NCDA&CS index value of 250
or higher is risky)
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New Growing Season and New Beginnings

Hillary L. Mehl

but deciding to leave my current position was not an easy
decision. I have thoroughly enjoyed working with and for
peanut producers in the region, and from the perspective
of a plant pathologist, peanuts
are by far my favorite crop
since there are so many disease problems to address. It
also does not hurt that peanuts, especially Virginia peanuts, are delicious.

This is likely the last article I
will write for the Peanut
News. Unless COVID-19 totally derails my plans, I will
be moving to Arizona this
summer to start a position
with the USDA Agricultural
Research Service. This will be
a good move for me both personally and professionally,

Even though I will be departing Virginia this summer, my
staff, students, and I are currently busy planning for the
2020 field season. Much of our
research will be focused on
evaluating new fungicides and
the profitability of different
fungicide programs for disease
control in peanut, and my
graduate student will be continuing his work on remote

Establish good rotations using
cotton, corn, sorghum, or sweetpotato (limit soybean and tobacco before peanuts if possible)
Plant in mid-May if possible
Establish 5 plants per foot of
row regardless of planting pattern or variety
Plant in conventional tillage in
most fields unless you have a
track record of success with reduced tillage (this is more important when soils have a finer
texture)
Inoculate with Bradyrhizobia
for biological nitrogen fixation
using in-furrow products, irrespective of rotation history,
making sure the inoculant solution reaches the bottom of the
furrow
Apply calcium at pegging for all
Virginia market types at the
recommended rate, and apply at
least half of the recommended
rate for runner market types
Apply boron and manganese
Control pests using IPM practices (prevent pest problems if
possible, avoid pest damage using resistant varieties and good
rotations, monitor fields frequently, be timely with all inputs, and practice resistance
management for insects, pathogens, and weeds)
Dig peanuts based on pod mesocarp color and try to align digging and harvesting capacities
with acreage.
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Extension Plant Pathologist
Virginia Tech Tidewater AREC
Suffolk, VA
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sensing for detection of southern stem rot in peanut. I will
continue to advise my staff and
students throughout the growing season so we can continue
to generate quality data and
provide producers with sciencebased disease management
recommendations.
I will be leaving the Tidewater
AREC Plant Pathology program in good hands. I have two
extremely competent and experienced technicians, Linda
Byrd-Masters
and
Steve
Byrum, who I am confident can
practically run the program
themselves. We are also very
fortunate to have Dr. David
Langston as our director who,
in addition to being an excellent vegetable pathologist, is
also very experienced with peanut diseases. They will continue to provide services to clientele throughout the growing
season including plant disease
diagnostics and the PeanutCotton InfoNet. In addition, I
am happy to assist producers
with disease management recommendations either directly
or through my staff who I plan
on communicating with regularly.
On a final note, I would like to
thank the Virginia Peanut
Board,
other
commodity
boards, individual producers,
and colleagues who have supported me. I will always be a
Californian at heart, but I am
grateful that I had the opportunity to live and work in Virginia over the past seven years
and learn about agricultural
production and culture in the
Southeastern U.S.
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A New Machine for Measuring Pod Breakability

Maria Balota

Pathology, Physiology
and Weed Sciences
Virginia Tech Tidewater AREC

There is nothing more important for a researcher than
to satisfy the industry he or
she works for and, to do so,
there is always room for improvement! For example, a few
years back, during one of the
Peanut Variety and Quality
Evaluation Advisory Committee (PVQEAC) meetings, shellers raised concerns with Bailey cultivar and its easy pod
breakability when commercialized for in-shell goods. The issue did not exist with any other cultivar before, therefore
there were no measures for
pod breakability in the PVQE

testing. To change that, two
former technicians at the
TAREC helped me build a pod
breakability machine, as
shown in Figure 1. This machine consists of two parts: a
frame that lower itself down
to allow a pneumatic cylinder
to apply force to peanut pods,
and a scale to record the force
needed to break the pods. An
air compressor is used to activate the cylinder, and the
scale is connected to a computer where data are stored in
an Excel file for analysis.
The system is still in testing,
but we believe it can produce
reliable information on this
new characteristic that, apparently, is important to shellers and needs to be looked at
in future PVQE testing. So
far, we used the system to
compare pod breakability of
Bailey, Bailey II, Wynne, and
Walton, before releasing Walton peanut (Table 1).

Figure 1 Pod Cracking Machine

2020 Annual
Virginia Peanut Growers Meeting

Table 1. Comparison of Walton, Bailey, Bailey II, and Wynne for pod breakability.

Genotype

Jumbo
Jumbo
Fancy
Fancy
Ridge
Side
Ridge
Side
Kilograms force required to break the pods1

Walton
Bailey II
Wynne

8.4 a2
8.4 a
5.7 b
4.6 b

Bailey

7.2 b
9.9 a
6.2 bc
5.7 c

7.9 a
8.6 a
5.3 b
4.1 b

9.4 a
7.3 b
6.4 bc
5.7 c

1Sample

size was 50 pods combined from the grading samples from 5 PVQE
locations harvested in 2018.
2Means sharing the same letter(s) are not statistically different, at P=0.05
based on the Fisher’s protected LSD test.
Though more validation is needed before using the new machine in regular
testing, which is what we will continue to do through 2020 PVQE testing.

Pictured Mrs. Lauren Williams with the National Peanut Board and
of Mr. West Drake who is serving as an Alternate Board member.
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2019 County Peanut P
NORTH CAROLINA

Bertie
Farless and Sons
550.38 acres - 6,095 lbs. per acre

Hertford
Clint Brinkley
604.6 acres - 5,700 lbs. per acre

Bladen
Byrdfield Farms
135 acres - 6,642 lbs. per acre

Martin
Ben Cowen
204.7 acres - 6,407 lbs. per acre

Chowan
Joseph Ward
218.8 acres - 6,773 lbs. per acre

Nash
Barnes Farming
3,481 acres - 4,493 lbs. per acre

Columbus
Wade and Mark Stanaland
372.9 acres - 5,321 lbs. per acre

Northampton
MEB Farms
119.7 acres - 6,146 lbs. per acre

Perquim
Winslow Br
139.25 acres - 6

VIRGINIA
City of Suffolk
RCR Farms
John Crumpler
Elizabeth Pittman, Agent
130.2 acres 6014 pounds per acre

Dinwiddie County
Double B Farms
Billy Bain
Mike Parrish, Agent
(not pictured - Austin Hale)
198.5 acres 4486 pounds per acre

Greensville County
F & F Farms
Dathan Fajna
Ian Fajna
121 acres 5256 pounds per acre
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Production Champions

Edgecombe
Dew Farms
150.6 acres - 3,945 lbs. per acre

County
ers Farms
33 lbs. per acre

Gates
Lewis Farms
482.9 acres - 6,492 lbs. per acre

Pitt
David Rogister
177.87 acres - 5,079 lbs. per acre

Isle of Wight County
John Allen
Livvy Presser, Agent
61 acres 5759 pounds per acre

Green
Ginn Farms
182.06 acres - 5,698 lbs. per acre

Washington
Albemarle Beach Farms
251.99 acres - 6,195 lbs. per acre

Southampton County
Joey D. Johnson
Josh Holland, Agent
559 acres 5920 pounds per acre

Wayne
Matt Sanderson
50.67 acres - 5,876 lbs. per acre

Surry County
Calvin W. Clements
49.3 acres 5748 pounds per acre

Halifax
JRK Farms
289.43 acres - 6,075 lbs. per acre

Wilson
Richard Aycock Farms
506.69 acres - 4,434 lbs. per acre

Sussex County
Springhill Farms Partnership
Drew and Kevin Monahan
(not pictured - Brad Monahan and
E.T. Drewry)
208.8 acres 5535 pounds per acre
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Times of Uncertainty

Rick Brandenburg

Extension Entomology Specialist
North Carolina State University

By the time this article is published, it’s hard to tell what the
situation will be regarding
COVID-19. Hopefully, we will
be in a much better place than
we are currently (mid April).
Perhaps we will not. I think the
key word for the current situation is uncertainty. Uncertainty
about the virus itself, uncertainty about how long it will last,
uncertainty about its impact on
you and your family. In other
words, a lot of uncertainty. Serious uncertainty.
It affects each of us in different
ways dependent upon on our
own personal situation with
family, health, and employment.
The longer it drags out and the
continuing level of uncertainty,
the more stressful it gets. Each
of us is equipped differently
with skills and abilities to deal
with stress, the uncertainties,
and the risks. In other words,
there is no “one size fits all”.
Each day I feel better about the
current situation by looking at
something hanging on my refrigerator door that says: “Peace I
leave with you; my peace I give
to you. Not as the world gives do
I give to you. Let not your
hearts be troubled, neither let
them be afraid.” John 14:27. We
all have our own ways to move
forward in a positive manner.
Times like these make me think
about the stresses and uncertainties my dad faced growing
up. From the time he was a lit-

tle boy until he was a 20 year-old
man, he knew only two things:
The Great Depression and World
War II. Those times shaped him
for the entirety of his life until
he passed away nine years ago.
Those incredibly difficult times
were etched into his mind and
influenced every farming decision he ever made. He was focused on avoiding risk in everything he did. As I got older, I
learned to appreciate why he
was that way. Now that he is
gone, I realize that through our
association, some of those
thought processes became a part
of me and in times like these,
they are of great value. For
that, I am thankful.
So what does this have to do
with peanut production? Well to
start, farmers are probably one
of the leading groups on this
planet dealing with stress, risk,
and uncertainties. Almost everything you do has some level of
risk and has some uncertainties
associated with it and that creates stress. You make a lot of
assumptions early in the year
and you hope the spring weather
cooperates, the seed all germinate, the summer rains come,
the products you apply all work
as you hope, there isn’t a late
season hurricane, and the market is good for what you produce.
Most of the time, one or more of
those factors doesn’t work out
according to the plan we have in
mind.
At North Carolina State University and all the other land grant
universities in the Southeast, we
annually conduct research trials
and demonstrations to better understand the system and to
hopefully reduce some of the
stress and uncertainty associated with peanut production. We
cannot do anything about the
weather or the prices, but we

can address many of the other
issues. Fortunately, we’ve had a
long history of a really good peanut breeding program that included Johnny Wynne, Tom
Isleib and now continuing with
Jeff Dunne. Other faculty in the
mix of things over the years include Alan York, Jack Bailey,
Gene Sullivan, Barb Shew, David Jordan and others. While all
work continues to focus on profitable peanut production, within
all programs there is also an effort to reduce risk.
For a number of years now, David Jordan has led an effort to
provide guidelines for our extension field faculty in each county
and peanut growers to reduce
risk by using a risk index calculator. The concept of predicting
risk in peanut production was
initially developed by the late
Jack Bailey. He was the peanut
pathologist at NC State in the
1980s and 90s and a friend to
many. Long ago, before the rest
of us really took it seriously,
Jack wanted to make a system
that took not only our research
findings, but also our experiences over the decades, and put that
knowledge into a program that
helped us make wise management decisions.
David Jordan has led the effort
to continue Jack’s dream and
put it into practice. The Peanut
Risk Tool is useful to help us understand risk in production, to
help make the best decisions for
our own farm situation before
planting, and to make wise decisions as the season progresses.
The tool is available online:
https://peanut.ces .ncs u.edu/
peanut-risk-tool-and-field-log/
This tool is very useful to guide
us prior to planting, but also as
the season progresses. Equally
important, is the role this risk
tool can play in education and

helping us understand how everything we do will impact something else. In other words, cultivar selection, tillage practices,
planting date, plant populations,
row spacing, and on down the
list all influence the problems we
face later in the season. We cannot make potential problems disappear, but we can stack the
deck in our favor to reduce those
issues which are most troublesome (and stressful) on your
farm.
The risks and uncertainties of
farming come with the territory.
Some are old foes and over time,
we usually have to face new
ones. Research makes every attempt to develop cost effective
approaches to manage them.
Making wise choices in your production program starts well before tilling the soil. Reducing
your risk with the selection of
appropriate varieties and plan
protection production will get
you a long way, but we cannot
overcome some of the natural
obstacles we face. In addition,
we need to look at the economics
of risk reduction. Sometimes
that comes at a premium price
and limits our ability to produce
the crop in a cost effective manner. As we all know, these decisions are often difficult. The
best decisions, however, are the
result of using the best sources
of information you can get your
hands on, mixed with your own
personal experiences, and making those decisions in a timely
manner.
As I said at the beginning of this
article, I do not know where
things will stand when this article is published. Hopefully, we
will all be in a better place than
what we are now. Good luck this
summer and stay safe.
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Sutter Sez

his is certainly the most unusual spring we have ever seen, and
I’m not talking about the weather. I hope that everyone is
healthy and avoiding contact with the Covid 19 virus.
One of the most important missions of the North Carolina Peanut
Growers Association is research. For 2020, a total of 10 projects were
funded. NCPGA funded six ($175,459) and the National Peanut
Board funded four ($98,626).
The following projects were approved for funding by NPB funding in
2020:
NC-32
NC-37
NC-42
NC-43

TOTAL:

Improvement of sensory quality and composition of
Virginia-type Peanut
Dunne and Andres
$12,626
Optimizing Peanut Production.
Jordan
$30,000
Marker Development through Next Generation
Sequencing
Dunne and Andres
$27,500
Marker Assisted Selection in Virginia Type peanuts for
Multiple Disease resistance
Dunne and Andres
$28,500
$98,626

The following projects were approved for funding by NCPGA in 2020:
20-01
20-02
20-03
20-04
20-07
20-08
20-09

TOTAL:
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Automated Sampling to Reduce Non-Representative
Kernels (LSK’s)
Ward and Roberson
$25,640
Support for Peanut Wild Species Breeding and
Germplasm Maintenance
Andres and Dunne
$27,500
Stacking Wild Species Disease Resistance Genes in
Breeding Lines
Andres and Dunne
$29,000
Understanding Variation in Oleic Acid Content of High
Oleic Virginia-type Peanuts
Dunne and Andres
$27,500
Seeking New Solutions to Old Problems of Insect
Control in Peanuts
Brandenburg and Jordan
$20,945
Comparative Utilization of Whole In-Shell High Oleic
Peanuts as Layer Hen Feed
Toomer
$30,000
Improvement of Sensory Quality and Composition of
Virginia-type Peanut
Dunne and Andres
$14,874
$175,459

All of these projects are important and vital to the continued success
of North Carolina’s peanut industry. Due to the Covid 19 restrictions

placed on NCSU researchers,
there is concern about getting
this research done. The University Administration is very
aware of the special requirements of Agricultural research.
In order to carry out most of the
Ag projects, time sensitive tasks
must be performed in the spring.
Dean Linton and CALS have
been granted the authority to
approve travel for researchers to
plant plots and other tasks. It
will still be necessary for them to
observe caution and limit the
number of staff in use. So even
with the disruptions of Covid 19,
peanut research in 2020 will go
on.
Promoting NC Peanuts is our
number 1 mission. Because of
the cancellation of sporting
events, our sponsorship of Baseball at NCSU, UNC and ECU
was only 40% completed. We
were not able to have Peanut
Night at NCSU or ECU. We are
going to continue these sponsorships in 2021.

Robert R. Sutter

Chief Executive Officer
North Carolina
Peanut Growers Association

peanut harvest resulted in one of
the poorest quality crops on record. Aflatoxin and damage are
causing failure rates on approximately 1/3 of the lots.

Peanut consumption continues to
increase; up 4% from last year.
Peanut Butter sales are up substantially, partially because of
Since our face to face promotion- the stay at home rules during the
al activities are not allowed, Vir- Coronavirus. This is expected to
ginia Carolinas Peanut Promo- continue.
tions is continuing to spread the
word about peanuts over Radio U.S. peanut exports continue exand Social media. In late spring, panding, up 24.1% over the 7
peanuts will be featured on month period and up 23.6% comiHeart Radio in Virginia, North paring Jan. 20 and Jan. 19. InCarolina and South Carolina. A shell peanuts are moving to Chitotal of 725 radio spots will air na, 4,420 MT this month and
over a five-month period reach- now up to 48,061 MT for the
ing over 425,000 consumers.
year. China is also buying raw
shelled peanuts, ranking third in
Going into the 2020 peanut mar- raw shelled shipments behind
ket, conditions look good. Ending Canada and Mexico. Raw shelled
stocks at the end of the 2019 exports are up 3.9%.
crop year are projected to be at
an acceptable level. Several fac- I am confident that the market
tors contributed to reducing the for peanuts produced in 2020 will
carry out from the high level in be strong. I hope that the weath2017.
er will allow for a good crop to
sell into what should be a good
The hot and dry conditions in market.
the Southeast during the 2019
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Disease Control Questions

Barbara Shew

Plant Pathology - NCSU

Two questions usually lie at
the center of every question I
try to answer about a disease
control product or method:
Does it work? Does it increase
yield?
Answers to these questions
come from many sources. Foremost are replicated field trials
done under VC conditions.
Nothing beats a first-hand
look at product performance in
randomized trials. Trials must
be done under realistic cultural conditions and with sufficient disease pressure. Conditions are favorable for leaf spot
in most years and locations
and disease is abundant once
established. In contrast, it is
very difficult to get consistent
results from trials targeting
soilborne diseases like stem
rot and Sclerotina blight. They
occur in hot spots of high disease surrounded by areas of
very low or no disease, leading
to highly variable results from
trial to trial and within trials.
I also pay close attention to
the results from my university
colleagues around the US, especially work from Hillary
Mehl in Virginia and Dan Anco in South Carolina. These
states are the most similar to
ours in climate, cultivars and
production practices. While I
value results from my colleagues in the Southeast, I al-

ways bear in mind that their
work is done on different cultivars, and under much more
challenging disease conditions,
especially from stem rot, than
we have in the VC area. Extreme disease pressure in the
Southeast can be helpful for
testing the limits of fungicide
performance, but it has some
drawbacks too, especially as
one moves from interpreting
disease control data to yield
data.
Does a product increase yield
when compared to current
standards and competitors?
This question can be tough to
answer because many things
affect yield. As discussed
above, leaf spots tend to be
fairly predictable, but predicting yield loss from defoliation
and yield is still challenging
particularly when trying to
balance defoliation against
maturity and digging.
Yield impacts of stem rot are
even harder to predict. About
50% of the viability in yield in
a typical fungicide trail in

North Carolina is related
(directly or indirectly) to stem
rot incidence. The correlations
between yield and defoliation
are much higher, usually
around 90% or more. We consistently see higher yields
when a program includes stem
rot control compared to leaf
spot control alone, but putting
a number on “higher” is extremely difficult due to the
variability characteristic of
stem rot in North Carolina.
Factoring in the cost of products is important too. Many
relatively economical products
perform just as well as the
most expensive products available, with no measureable difference in yield.
Growers can be frustrated and
skeptical when I say a 500,
700, or 1000-pound yield difference is not significant. An
additional 500 pounds puts
money in a grower’s pocket,
but it’s my job is to make sure
that any difference I report
will apply in many situations.
Because of the uncertainties
involved in fungicide trials,

differences in yield can be
pretty big before we can be
confident they are real. It’s extremely common for the smallest measureable yield difference (LSD) to be 700 pounds or
more in disease trials.
For example, the data in Table
1 are from a trial with 11 fungicide treatments and an untreated control, but Treatments 7 and 11 are duplicates.
The treatments are numbered
because the specific products
are not relevant here. The four
plots per treatment were randomized across the field to assure unbiased results. Since
Treatments 7 and 11 were the
same, you’d expect that results
should be nearly the same. But
in this trial, Treatment 7 had
the second highest average
yield among treatments, while
treatment 11 placed 10 th
among all treatments. Nevertheless, the LSD of 734 pounds
indicates that the 525-pound
difference between Treatment
7 and 11 was probably due to
chance. This makes sense givcontinue on page 15

Table 1. Results of a disease control trial at Lewiston in 2019. Treatments 2-12 varied by the products applied and Treatment 1 was
an unsprayed control. There were 4 replicate, randomized plots per treatment.
Treatment
number
1 Untreated control
2
3
4
5
6
7 (Same as 11)
8
9
10
11 (Same as 7)
12
LSD P < 0.05

% Leaf spot
9/4
52.5
1.0
1.0
0.6
0.9
0.9
2.0
0.9
0.9
0.9
1.1
8.8
--

% Defoliation
9/4
21.3
1.9
2.5
0.6
1.9
3.8
1.9
3.8
1.4
0.6
2.5
4.4
--

% Leaf
spot
9/18
92.9 a
1.0 c
1.8 c
1.1 c
4.1 c
1.1 c
2.5 c
1.0 c
1.0 c
1.0 c
3.3 c
14.9 b
5.3

% Defoliation
9/18
53.8 a
5.0 b
5.6 b
5.0 b
5.0 b
6.3 b
5.0 b
6.3 b
5.0 b
5.0 b
5.0 b
5.6 b
7.1

Plant Condition
10/1
8.0 e
89.8 bc
89.3 cd
91.8 abc
91.5 abc
92.3 abc
89.3 cd
94.3 a
91.0 abc
92.8 ab
94.3 a
86.3 d
3.4

Stem rot
incidence
10/7
27.8 a
3.3 b
5.3 b
3.8 b
3.5 b
1.3 b
5.3 b
3.8 b
3.8 b
7.0 b
1.8 b
10.5 b
11.8

Yield
lb/ A
10/16
4490
6505
6868
6500
7098
6787
6911
6314
6787
6883
6386
6410
734

c
ab
ab
ab
a
ab
ab
b
ab
ab
ab
ab
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en that the treatments were
duplicates and shows how differences between averages can
be misleading.
Keeping all this in mind, beware of claims that a product
increases yield by X pounds.
Without more information,
those claims are hard to interpret. Watch out for apples-tooranges comparisons. Products
must be compared on equal
footing, in similar programs
overall, at appropriate rates,
and in keeping with label recommendations. In my experience, measurable differences
in yield between comparable
products in comparable programs are the exception rather
than the rule. As discussed,
you should rely on data from
the VC area when you can.
Treatments that have large
impacts under a very challenging disease situation in the
Southeast may have smaller
effects in the VC area. Check
graphics for a measure in variability such as an LSD or
standard deviation. Keep an
eye out for obvious cherrypicking, such as results from a
handful of trials. Finally, be
extra skeptical of claims that
products will give extraordinary results but only if used in
a very specific way. Products
from reputable agrochemical
companies are designed to
work as expected under a
range of common, real life situations.
As one of my colleagues says “If a product
works, it works.”
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CO-OP NOTES

Thomas R. Cotton, Jr.
Manager
PGCMA

Planting season is here once
again.
We have somewhat
gotten used to having instability in peanuts and in agriculture, namely in the form of
oversupplies, trade conflicts,
and painfully low commodity
prices. Take those situations
that we are still struggling
with and compound them with
the coronavirus complications
and we really have a mess at
the moment.
Let’s start by looking briefly at
the 2019 peanut crop. In our
VC area, the 2019 crop was a
bit (about 5%) larger than the
2018 crop. This was mainly a
result of better crops and more
production from Virginia and
North Carolina offsetting a
much smaller crop from South
Carolina. Both Virginia and
North Carolina experienced
record crops in terms of yield,
with Virginia averaging over
4550 pounds per acre and
North Carolina over 4350
pounds per acre. Both states
grew mostly Virginia type peanuts with an increasing number of runners, particularly in
North Carolina. South Carolina has dropped from 120,000
acres of peanuts grown at
their peak in 2017 to 62,000

grown in 2019. The state expanded from 48,000 peanut
acres in 2009 to the 120,000
acres in 2017. During many of
these years their state average
yield was in the low to mid –
3000 pound per acre range.
The lower yields for some, increasing expenses, and some
very unfavorable weather years
have all had an effect on the
growers resulting in the recent
acreage decreases.
Nationally the 2019 and 2018
peanut crops were identical in
terms of acres planted as well
as in total production.
The
2018 southeastern crop was affected by some quality issues
due to dry weather and the
2019 crop actually had the
same problem but much worse.
The expenses will be huge in
what it takes to get the runner
shelled lots to pass inspection
for aflatoxin and this has led to
a sizable jump in the runner
shelled goods market. Just as
it happens many times in the
commodity markets, higher
prices only benefit those with
product to sell that meets the
usable standards.
Peanut demand for all uses including domestic edible, export,
crushing, and seed sits at
around 3 million farmer stock
tons per year.
The record
breaking 2017 crop exceeded
this figure by 550,000 tons,
leading to excessive carryover
supplies from year to year since
then. These excesses, however,
have been whittled down by the
2018 and 2019 crops each falling short of the 3 million ton
annual demand level. Further,
there will be some rather significant supply losses due to the
2019 crop quality issues. The
bottom line is that supply and
demand are much closer to being back in reasonable balance
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than they have been in a few
years.
This all brings us to the 2020
crop. Contracts for us in the
VC area are the same as they
were the last couple of years.
Our planted acres will be determined by the amount contracted. In the Southeast, contracts
are in the $400 to $425 range
depending on whether the runners planted are high oleic or
not. I think it is pretty much a
given that acres in the Southeast grown to peanuts will increase, with or without signing
a contract. Given cotton price
levels, I expect Texas will increase in peanuts as well. The
recent USDA released planting
intentions report showed US
acres intended to be planted up
by 7%, with Florida and Georgia up by 6% and 10% respectively.
South Carolina also
showed a large increase, up
15%.
I hope by the time you read this
that commodity prices have begun to make a much needed
and long overdue recovery. It
has been a continuous number
of factors that have brought us
to this point, beginning with
the China trade dispute to the
coronavirus shutdown to the oil
and ethanol bust. None of our
commodities are where they
should be or where we want
them to be, with peanuts looking better on paper than any of
the others. It is for this reason
that we will definitely see acreage increases for 2020. The only question is how large they
will be and what level of production is achieved from the
planted acres. If Mother Nature cooperates and we have
another 2017, we could find
ourselves right back in oversupplied territory. For this we will
have to wait and see.
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Where does Miravis fit?

Barbara Shew

Plant Pathology - NCSU

Growers continue to have
questions about how Miravis
fits into their overall disease
control programs. Since
Miravis offers protection
against leaf spots for 21 to 28
days, growers have the opportunity to make fewer sprays
per season. In addition to the
potential convenience and time
saving devoted to leaf spot
sprays, growers should also
consider efficacy, yield, and
cost relative to other products,
while also using good resistance management strategies.
Miravis is very effective
against leaf spots, but it does
not control stem rot and
should be tank mixed with a
good stem rot fungicide. Fortunately, stem rot pressure is
usually moderate in North
Carolina and can be handled
with one or two sprays during
mid-July to mid-August. However, continuous protection
may be needed when the risk
of stem rot is high.
This
means that a fungicide might
need to be reapplied after tank
mixing with Miravis to maintain stem rot control. Alternatively, growers could tank mix
Miravis with a longer-lasting
fungicide such as Convoy at 32
oz/A or Elatus at 9.5 oz/A.

Tables 1 and 2 are from trials
at Lewiston in 2019 and illustrate that growers can use
Miravis over a 28-day interval
and attain very good leaf spot
control. Stem rot and leaf spot
pressure were moderate in the
trial shown in Table 1. This
trial had four programs with
conventional fungicides applied every 14 days and three
programs where Miravis 3.4 oz
+ 9.5 oz Elatus were used at 28
-day intervals. All programs
provided excellent disease control and all treatments produced similar yields. All treatments yielded more than the
untreated control.
The data in Table 2 is from another trial that compared different timings of Miravis +
tebuconazole applications
(approximately 45/75 days after planting or 60/90 DAP)
with similar timing of Provost
Silver or Bravo + tebuconazole.
It also included programs
where Miravis + tebuconazole
was used once at about 45, 60,
76, or 90 DAP. The resulting
programs had six sprays for
the conventional fungicides,
five sprays were Miravis was
used once, and 4 sprays were
Miravis was used twice. Leaf
spot pressure was high in this
trial and stem rot pressure
was moderate. Excellent disease control was maintained in
all treatments. Yields were averaged for different combinations of treatments and compared as shown in Table 3. Average yields were similar for
two vs. one sprays of Miravis +
tebuconazole and for Miravis
programs vs. Provost or Bravo
+ tebuconazole programs.
Yields among all programs did

not differ from each other, but
when averaged together, programs produced higher yield
by 661 lb/A than the untreated
control.
The results from these two trials are consistent with results
across additional trials and
years, showing that Miravis +
Elatus or Miravis + tebuconazole provide leaf spot control,
stem rot control, and yield similar to programs with more
conventional fungicides. Given
that control and yields among
programs are similar, the
main difference between programs with Miravis and others
appear to be cost and convenience. We estimate the cost of
an application of Miravis 3.4
oz + 9.5 oz Elatus at $46/A.
Spread out over 28 days compared to 14 days with a more
conventional program, the cost
per “spray” is approximately
$23. After adding the cost of
applying a spray, estimated as
$5.00, growers can compare
the cost of Miravis + Elatus
with other treatments. Given
that stem rot pressure usually
is low to moderate in NC, a
lower rate of Elatus (e.g. 8 oz/
A) or a Miravis + tebuconazole
program (about $25 per spray)
may be sufficient for stem rot
control, reducing costs. Growers may also want to compare
the cost of Miravis 3.4 oz + 9.5

oz Elatus with Miravis + 32 oz/
A Convoy for high risk fields.
While both trials discussed in
this article had treatments
where Miravis was applied two
times consecutively, this is a
very risky practice in the long
run and is not recommended.
Prolonged exposure to a single
a.i. over the season puts very
high selection pressure on populations of leaf spot fungi and
could result in rapid development of resistance. Given our
somewhat shortened application season in North Carolina
relative to the Southeast, we
have little flexibility for resistance management other
than reducing the number of
Miravis applications. As seen
in Table 3, we had good results
by using Miravis + tebuconazole for one of 5 sprays in
2019. Shortening the interval
between Miravis sprays to 21
days so that two Miravis
sprays could be alternated
with another product is another option. This could potentially save a spray but make the
cost of the overall program less
competitive with conventional
fungicides.

Table 1 and 2 on page 17
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Summer Spring Rolls

6 rice spring roll papers
1 medium red pepper, thinly
sliced
2 carrots, thinly sliced
1 cucumber, thinly sliced
1 bunch cilantro
1 avocado, sliced

Peanut Sauce

2 tbsp. creamy peanut butter
1 tbsp. soy sauce
1/4 tsp grated ginger
1/4 tsp toasted sesame oil
1/2 tsp maple syrup
1/4 tsp red pepper flakes

Directions
1. Thinly slice cucumber, pepper, avocado, and carrots
into strips.
2. To soften rice paper, dip in
warm water for a few seconds. Carefully lay the
wrapper onto a clean work
surface.
3. Near the bottom of the paper, lay out pepper, cucumber, carrots, and avocado.
Top with a few cilantro
leaves.
4. Fold the bottom of the paper over the veggies and
continue to roll, folding up
the sides as you go. Repeat
with the rest of the spring
rolls.
5. For peanut sauce, whisk all
ingredients in a small bowl.
You made need to add a
little water to thin sauce out.
Taste and adjust seasonings to your liking.
Serve spring rolls with peanut
dipping sauce.
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New Sources for Improved Peanut Flavor
netics controlling these traits
will provide selectable improvements to roasting and
flavor in (Virginia-type) peanuts.

Jeffrey C. Dunne

Dept. of Crop and Soil Sciences
North Carolina State University

Over the past 30 years, the
peanut breeding program at
North Carolina State University (NCSU), headed by Dr.
Tom Isleib, had been working
on improving sensory quality
and composition – basically,
attributes of advanced breeding lines that enhance flavor
of roasted peanuts. Up until
now, these evaluations had
been primarily conducted on
advanced breeding lines towards the latter stages of cultivar development, and for
good reason; these traits are
difficult to improve without
additional resources and considered secondary traits after
yield and disease resistance.
That being said, we think
there are significant, untapped resources within the
germplasm seed bank collected by the NCSU peanut breeding program that could provide superior flavor and sensory quality in this area. It has
been shown through previous
research that the sensory
qualities of roasted peanut,
sweetness and bitterness are
genetically controllable characteristics and that through
proper breeding techniques,
these qualities can be significantly improved. Ultimately,
identifying the underlying ge-

One promising lead on the
availability of genetic resources within our collections
for the improvement of peanut
flavor and quality composition
comes from a National Public
Radio (NPR) article that highlighted a unique story on the
Carolina African runner peanut. The article describes a
chef in South Carolina and his
journey in identifying and
then using this heirloom peanut variety, which exhibits superior roasting and sensory
attributes, for dishes in his
restaurants. This peanut variety had all but vanished by the
Great Depression, only to be
later identified and confirmed
as the heirloom labeled
‘Carolina Runner #4’ in the
NCSU peanut germplasm seed
bank collection. Since then,
seed was provided to Chef Forrest Parker by Dr. Isleib to
grow and maintain for use in
his Charleston, SC restaurants.
This neat story made me wonder what other lines could be
lurking within the germplasm
seed bank collection that may
offer even higher roasted peanut and sweetness and lower
bitterness attributes than Carolina Runner #4. At present,
the only way to evaluate flavor
of roasted peanuts is using a
descriptive sensory panel; a
group of people who taste
roasted peanuts or peanut
paste samples and make a
subjective rating across sever-

al sensory (13 total) categories.
Panelists are trained and calibrated to standards of flavor
intensity to collect the measurements. Therefore, in order
to keep the sensory improvement objective of the NCSU
peanut breeding project moving forward, sensory panel and
other chemical analysis data
needed to be collected on
germplasm the germplasm
seed bank collection. Currently, there is a collection of ~740
plant introductions (PI) and/or
accessions in the NCSU
germplasm seed bank. A subset of these lines (210) were
selected as samples to submit
for flavor, sensory and other
chemical evaluations. The
samples were roasted to a common color, ground to a paste
and submitted to the USDA
Market-Quality and Handling
Research Unit (MQHRU) in
the Department of Food, Bioprocessing and Nutrition Sciences run by Dr. Lisa Dean.
Flavor score data was then returned by the USDA-MQHRU
for analysis by the NCSU peanut breeding project. When selecting genotypes for crossing,
a priority is placed on roasted
peanut flavor and/or sweetness; however, these high priority traits are often negatively or positively associated with
other traits of interest or unwanted traits, respectively.
Therefore, a multivariate approached was used to categorize all of the data into flavor
profile groups based on the
correlations or likeness of each
line among the sensory attributes. The resulting analysis
segregated the flavor samples
into three distinct groups with
one group showing superior

roast peanut flavor, sweetness
and roasting color and a reduced bitterness score. These
data will be used in making
decisions on which germplasm
to utilize in a future crossing
program for the development of
novel breeding lines with superior flavor and sensory quality
attributes.
The NCSU peanut breeding
program will continue to evaluate advanced breeding lines
and germplasm lines for flavor
and sensory composition and
our hope is to not only continue
making improvements on yield
and disease resistance in Virginia-types for the VirginiaCarolinas region, but on flavor
and sensory quality too. In a
time where we’re all stuck at
home inhaling peanut snacks,
take note of the current flavor
and let me know if we’re enhancing these attributes in the
future. You know… so you’ll
eat even more peanuts!
¹Neimark, J. ‘The Lost Ancestral Peanut of the
South is Revived’ https://www.npr.org/sections/
thesalt/2016/12/29/506603462/the-lostancestral-peanut-of-the-south-is-revived
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